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57 ABSTRACT 
A programmer timer (10) having motor driven cams 
(61, 64, 62, 66) for operating electrical switching mecha 
nisms (102,116, 144, 138, 126). The motor comprises a 
pair of spaced stator plates (24, 26) with a coil (34) and 
permanent magnet rotor (36) therebetween, received in 
a walled chamber (28) in the timer housing, Motor 
reduction gears (44) drive a shaft (48) for driving the 
ratchet wheels (72, 68) and rotary cams. The motor, 
gear train cams and electrical switching mechanisms are 
contained in a single integral housing (12). Separate 
concentric fast and slow ratchet wheels (72, 68) are 
driven by a single eccentric driven pawl (14). The cen 
ter of rotation of the eccentric is positioned so that drive 
pawl contacts the ratchet wheel at an angle at least 10 
greater than a tangent at the contact point, for all eccen 
tric positions, to provide ratchet wheel advance in the 
event of reverse rotation of the eccentric. A bifurcated 
anti-reverse pawl (84) is biased against the fast and slow 
ratchet wheels by a spring arm (88) integral therewith. 
The center of rotation of the eccentric is spaced from 
the fast and slow ratchet wheel centers and optionally 
has a subinterval cam (148) provided thereon for affect 
ing switching. The anti-reverse pawl may optionally be 
pivoted about the center of rotation of the drive eccen 
tric. The motor stator plates optionally include inte 
grally therewith a striker arm (178,180) and anvil (176) 
for cam controlled operation of a buzzer. The ratchet 
drive pawl alternatively is biased by a spring arm (154) 
formed integrally therewith. The ratchet wheel may 
also optionally employ wiper contacts (200) for contact 
ing a stationary printed circuit board. 

5 Claims, 15 Drawing Figures 
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1. 

PROGRAMMER/TIMER FOR APPLIANCES 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to programmer timers 
for appliances such as dishwashers, clothes washers, 
and clothes driers. Appliances of this type commonly 
utilize a synchronous timing motor to drive a cam 
mechanism for actuating a plurality of cam follower 
actuated switches for making and breaking individual 
electrical circuits for various control functions of the 
appliance. Programmer-timers of this type operate to 
control the appliance function in timed sequence and 
duration for providing a preselected program cycle of 
appliance operation. 

It is known to provide appliance programmer timers 
having a plurality of rotary cams mounted for rotation 
about a common axis with the cam being rotationally 
advanced by a stepping mechanism. In programmer/- 
timers of this known type, ratchet wheels are provided 
for advancing the rotary cams and a motor driven oscil 
lating pawl engages the ratchet wheel for step-by-step 
advancement of the cam. The advance pawl may be 
driven by a rotating eccentric or crankshaft attached to 
a suitable gear reduction mechanism driven by the syn 
chronous timing motor. 
Known programmer/timers employing a synchro 

nous timing motor have employed a ratchet mechanism 
in the synchronous motor to prevent reverse rotation 
startup of the motor which is an inherent feature of a 
synchronous motor. This antireverse feature in the 
motor has been necessitated in order to prevent reverse 
rotation of the drive mechanism for the ratchet advance 
pawl. Where the ratchet advance pawl is driven by a 
rotating crank or eccentric, reverse rotation of the ec 
centric has caused the drive pawl to "kick out' or disen 
gage from the ratchet teeth and thereby malfunction in 
advancing the cam. 

In programmer/timers for appliances, it is known to 
provide axially adjacent ratchet wheels having different 
pitch diameters for the peripheral teeth thereof but 
utilize the same pitch for the teeth of both wheels in 
order that a single drive pawl may actuate both ratchet 
wheels. It is also known to provide an intermittent se 
ries of deeper notches on one ratchet wheel to permit 
the drive pawl to periodically advance the first and 
second ratchet wheels together for a single step. This 
arrangement provides for faster advancement of the 
cam attached to the ratchet having the greater tooth 
pitch diameter than the cam attached to the second 
ratchet wheel. 
Moreover, it has been desired to provide a program 

mer timer having a convenient low cost means for pro 
viding actuation of a separate cam follower at sub-inter 
vals of advancement of the main ratchet wheel. Sub 
interval cam follower actuation may then be employed 
to modify the actuation of a set of contacts actuated by 
either the fast or slow cam wheel or to actuate a sepa 
rate set of electrical contacts. 
Appliance programmer/timers have heretofor em 

ployed a separate timing motor attached to a housing 
which contained the escapement, cams, cam followers 
and electrical contacts. The gear reduction mechanism 
for driving the escapement has heretofore usually been 
incorporated in the separate motor housing. This ar 
rangement permits separate assembly of the motor and 
timer mechanism; however, such an arrangement has 

5 

2 
the disadvantage of increased cost associated with sepa 
rate housings for the motor and the timer mechanism. 
Thus, it has been desired to provide an appliance 

programmer timer having a synchronous motor driven 
cam advance mechanism which eliminates the need for 
an anti-reverse directional ratchet mechanism on the 
timing motor and accommodates rotation of the timing 
motor in either direction without malfunction of the 
escapement. It has further been desired to provide a low 

0 cost programmer timer with the motor and timer assem 
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bled as a unit in an integral housing thereby eliminating 
the need for separate motor and timer housings. It has 
further been desired to provide a simple and low cost 
programmer timer having a sub-interval timed electri 
cal switching function with relation to the timing inter 
val employed by the main switching sequence. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides an appliance pro 
grammer timer having an escapement driven by a syn 
chronous motor for advancing a rotary cam having a 
follower for actuating a set of electrical contacts to 
perform a switching function. The present invention 
employs an eccentric driven advance pawl contacting a 
ratchet wheel connected to the rotary cam for provid 
ing step-by-step advancement of the cam. The axis of 
rotation of the eccentric is spaced from the axis of rota 
tion of the cam and has mounted for rotation therewith 
a sub-interval cam. A separate cam follower is respon 
sive to rotation of the sub-interval cam to alter the 
movement of the electrical contacts or, alternatively, 
actuate a separate set of electrical contacts. 
The programmer timer of the present invention em 

ploys a unique integral timer-motor housing wherein 
the motor comprises a pair of spaced parallel stator 
plates received in a walled cavity in the housing and 
registered for alignment therein with the motor coil and 
rotor disposed between the parallel stator plates. The 
present invention employs the motor described in co 
pending application Ser. No. 260,626 filed May 5, 1981 
entitled "Synchronous Motor', now abandoned, and 
assigned to the assignee of the present invention. The 
housing in one embodiment of this arrangement has a 
deck, or wall, portion separating the motor for the gear 
reduction, cams, escapement, cam followers and electri 
cal contacts. The arrangement thus permits assembly of 
the motor on one side of the housing and assembly of 
the escapement, cams and contacts on the other side of 
the housing to thereby provide a unified assembly of the 
programmer timer and minimize manufacturing costs. 
An alternate embodiment of the integral housing for the 
motor and timer permits the motor, cams, contacts and 
escapement to be assembled from one side of the hous 
ling, 
The cam advance escapement in the present inven 

tion employs an eccentric driven pawl which engages 
the ratchet wheel or wheels such that the direction of 
motion of the pawl forms an angle with the tangent to 
the ratchet, at the point of contact, of not less than 10. 
This arrangement of the pawl and ratchet permits the 
pawl to advance the ratchet wheel normally even if the 
eccentric pawl drive mechanism is rotated in a reverse 
manner by synchronous timing motor. 
The present invention thus provides a unique and low 

cost programmer timer having a novel means for pro 
viding timed interval switching functions and sub-inter 
val switching functions and accommodates forward and 
reverse rotation of a synchronous timing motor without 
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malfunction. The present invention also employs a 
unique arrangement of the synchronous timing motor 
and timer housing to permit assembly of the motor and 
timer mechanism in a unified housing arrangement. 
The cam advance mechanism of the present invention 

employs a unique anti-reverse pawl biased against the 
cam advance ratches by an integral spring finger. The 
present invention optionally employs a unique integral 
spring-ratchet pawl for preventing the operator from 
manually reversing the cam and advance ratchet during 
program selection. The escapement of the present in 
vention optionally employs a ratchet advance pawl 
having an integral spring finger for biasing the pawl 
against the ratchet. Another optional feature provides a 
unique alarm buzzer formed integrally with the motor 
stator plates. 
A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a plan view of the programmer/timer of the 
present invention with the housing cover removed for 
purposes of illustration; 
FIG. 2 is a section view taken along section-indicat 

ing lines 2-2 of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a view taken along section-indicating lines 

3-3 of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 4 is a section view taken along section-indicat 

ing lines 4-4 of FIG. 1 and shows the motor and gear 
reduction installed in the integral housing; 
FIG. 5 is a portion of a view similar to FIG. 1 and 

shows an alternate embodiment of the escapement; 
FIG. 6 is a portion of a view similar to FIG. 1 and 

shows another embodiment of the escapement; 
- FIG. 7 is a portion of a view taken along section 

indicting lines 7-7 of FIG. 4 and shows the optional 
buzzer; 

FIG. 8 is a partial view taken along section-indicating 
lines 8-8 of FIG. 7; 
FIG. 9 is a partial view taken along section-indicating 

lines 9-9 of FIG.8; 
FIG. 10 is a partial view similar to FIG. 4 and illus 

trates an alternate embodiment employing a stationary 
printed circuit board having rotating wipers for auxil 
iary switching functions and an alternate housing ar 
rangement for the motor and timer mechanism; 
FIG. 11 is a partial view taken along section indicat 

ing lines 11-11 of FIG. 10; 
FIG. 12 is a partial plan view taken along section 

indicating lines 12-12 of FIG. 10 illustrating an op 
tional push-to-start switch feature; 

FIG. 13 is a partial view taken along section-indicat 
ing lines 13-13 of FIG. 12; 
FIG. 14 is a partial section view taken along section 

indicating lines 14-14 of FIG. 1; and 
FIG. 15 is a portion of a plan view of an alternate 

arrangement of the embodiment of FIG. 1. 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Referring now to FIGS. 1, 2, 3 and 4, the program 
mer timer of the present invention is indicated generally 
at 10 as having a housing 12 having formed integrally 
therewith (see FIG. 4) a timer cavity 14 and a motor 
cavity 16 which are separated by a dividing wall por 
tion 18. The timer cavity 14 has a cover plate 20 re 
ceived thereover and retained by a suitable means, such 
as snap locks 22, formed integrally with the housing 12. 
The timer cavity 14 is shown in plan view in FIG. 1 
with the cover plate 20 omitted for clarity. 
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4 
The motor cavity 16 has received therein a pair of 

spaced motor stator plates 24, 26 which are registered 
against the inner periphery of the cavity wall 28 and 
received over a plurality of shouldered posts shown 
typically at 30. The stator plates are retained thereon by 
suitable fasteners such as clips 32. A motor coil assem 
bly, indicated generally at 34, is received between the 
stator plates in side-by-side relationship with a perma 
nent magnet rotor assembly, indicated generally at 36, 
having axle pin 38 journaled at its upper end in housing 
wall 18 and in stator plate 26 at its lower end. A plural 
ity of interdigitated stator poles 40 are formed integrally 
in the stator plates and surround the rotor assembly. A 
suitable ferromagnetic core 42 is provided for complet 
ing the flux path between the stator plates to permit 
synchronous operation of the motor. 

Stator plate 24 is spaced from the housing wall 18 by 
an amount suitable to permit the incorporation of a gear 
train, indicated generally at 44, which is driven by rotor 
pinion 46 which extends through an aperture in stator 
plate 24 and is attached to the rotor 36. The output of 
the gear train 44 is through shaft 48 journaled for rota 
tion on a post 50 formed on the housing wall 18 which 
post 50 extends upward into timer cavity 14. Shaft 48 
has an eccentric 52 provided thereon and has its upper 
endjournaled for rotation in aperture 54 provided in the 
housing cover 20. 
A timer cam wheel 56 is received in timer cavity 14 

and has a stub shaft 58 journaled in an aperture formed 
in housing wall 18 and spaced from the center of rota 
tion of shaft 48. Wheel 56 also has a shaft 60 extending 
therefrom in a direction opposite stub shaft 58 and 
through an aperture in housing cover 20. Shaft 60 is 
adapted for manual rotation by the appliance operator 
for suitable cycle program selection. In the presently 
preferred practice wheel 52 has a plurality of peripheral 
cam tracks 61, 64 and 66 provided thereon and has 
concentric therewith and axially adjacent a toothed 
ratchet surface 68 provided about the periphery thereof. 
A second ratchet wheel 70 is received over shaft 60 for 
free rotation with respect to wheel 56 and wheel 70 also 
has a toothed ratchet surface 72 provided about the 
periphery thereof. 

Eccentric 52 has one end of a drive pawl 74 received 
thereover for reciprocal (orbital) movement thereof 
upon rotation of shaft 48. The free end of pawl 74 has a 
ratchet engaging tooth 76 provided thereon which 
tooth is sufficient in width to engage both ratchet 68 
and ratchet 72. 

Referring in particular to FIG. 1, the teeth of ratchet 
72 has a pitch diameter slightly larger than ratchet 68. 
In the presently preferred practice ratchet 72 intermit 
tently contains a deep notch 78 at a desired interval, or 
multiple or teeth, such that upon the pawl tooth 76 
engaging the deep notch, pawl 74 drops to a position 
whereupon the ratchet tooth 76 engages simultaneously 
ratchet 72 and ratchet 68 to thereby index both ratchet 
wheels together for a single stroke. Thus, the single 
pawl 74 provides continuous indexing of wheel 70 and 
intermittent indexing of wheel 56, dependent upon the 
number and spacing of deep notches provided in ratchet 
72. 
With continuing reference to FIG. 1, gear box output 

shaft 48 rotates about a center of rotation 'A' and ec 
centric 52 is eccentric to point "A". In the presently 
preferred practice, the eccentric drive surface 52 is 
formed by a circular surface on shaft 48 having a center 
of rotation “C” displaced from shaft center "A" by an 
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amount equal to the dimension "B". The indexing 
mechanism thus yields a longitudinal stroke for pawl 74 
equal to twice the amount of 'B'. 

In order for the drive pawl 74 to function properly, 
irrespective of the direction of rotation of eccentric 52, 
it is necessary that the angle of contact of drive pawl 74 
with the ratchets 72,68 be greater than a tangent angle 
to the ratchet at the point of contact of pawl tooth 76. 
This is illustrated in FIG. 1 wherein a line through the 
center of excursion "C' of eccentric 52 is shown to 
make an angle 0 with the tangent to the ratchet at the 
point of contact of pawl tooth 76. 

In order to prevent pawl tooth 76 from disengaging 
or "kicking out' of the teeth of the ratchet, for all posi 
tions of center of excursion 'C' of eccentric 52, it is 
necessary that the angle 0 be approximately 10 degrees 
or greater. This means that for all positions of center of 
excursion 'C' as eccentric 52 rotates either clockwise 
or counterclockwise, a line through center "C" and the 
point of contact of pawl tooth 76 with the ratchet must 
make an angle of at least 100 degrees with a radius to the 
ratchet at the point of tooth contact. The "bite' of pawl 
tooth 76 is maximized when the driving stroke occurs 
with center of excursion "C' of eccentric 52 above the 
center of rotation 'A' of shaft 48, as viewed in FIG. 1. 
The arrangement for the indexing mechanism shown 

in FIG. 1 gives the pawl tooth 76 sufficient “bite' on 
the ratchet teeth to prevent malfunction of pawl 74 in 
the event of counterclockwise rotation of eccentric 52, 
it being understood that in normal operation eccentric 
52 rotates in a clockwise direction as viewed in FIG. 1 
in order to maximize the “bite' of the pawl tooth 76. 

Referring now to FIGS. 1 and 2, an antireverse pawl 
having hub 80 is pivotally received over a mounting 
post 82 extending from the wall 18 of the timer housing. 
Pawl 80 has a pair of generally parallel spaced fingers 
84, 86 extending from the hub thereof with pawl 84 
contacting a larger diameter ratchet 72 and finger 86 
contacting smaller ratchet 68 such that any attempt to 
rotate the ratchets counterclockwise as shown in FIG. 1 
would be resisted by the “bite' of the fingers 84, 86 
sufficient to prevent counterclockwise rotation of the 
ratchet. 

Pawi 80 has a third finger 88 formed integrally with 
the hub 80 and extending rightwardly in FIG. 1 which 
registers against a shouldered portion 90 provided inte 
grally in the housing wall 18. In the presently preferred 
practice, the pawl finger 88 is formed of resilient mate 
rial such that it comprises a spring preloaded against lug 
90 to provide torque on pawl hub 80 to thereby bias the 
pawl fingers 84, 86 into contact with ratchets 68, 72. It 
will be understood however to those skilled in the art 
that although pawl finger 88 is formed of rigid material 
in the embodiment described, fingers 84, 86 may alter 
natively be formed of resilient material to thereby pro 
vide a preload of the fingers against the ratchet teeth. 

Alternatively, as will hereinafter be described, antire 
verse pawl 80 may be pivotally mounted about the 
center of rotation "A' of drive shaft 48 to give the 
antireverse pawl and the main drive pawl 74 a common 
reference point for attacking the ratchet teeth. Func 
tionally, this alternate arrangement facilitates varying 
the stroke of the advance pawl 74 and yet permits the 
antireverse pawl to properly engage the ratchet teeth 
irrespective of the stroke of the advance pawl. 

Referring again to FIG. 1, the slower or main ratchet 
68 can optionally have a raised tooth portion 92 having 
the same tooth pitch and pitch diameter as the teeth of 
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6 
ratchet 72 such that, at a selected position on the pro 
gram cam wheel 56, the drive pawl tooth 76 engages 
raised tooth 92 to provide a single one-step advance of 
the wheel 56 at a position separate from the deep 
notches 78. 

Referring now to FIGS. 1, 3 and 4, the main or slow 
ratchet wheel 56 has the cam track 61 thereof engaged 
by a can follower 94 having a cam engaging tooth 96 
and being pivotally mounted about a post 98 extending 
upwardly from the wall 18 of the timer housing. Track 
62 of the cam wheel 56 is engaged by cam follower 100 
having a cam engaging tooth 102 with the follower 100 
pivoted about post 82 (see also FIG. 2). Cam track 64 is 
engaged by tooth 104 provided in cam follower 106 
pivotally received over post 98. Cam track 66 is en 
gaged by tooth 108 of cam follower 110 which is pivot 
ally mounted about post 82 (see FIG. 2). 
Cam follower 94 has formed integrally therewith a 

lug 112 operative to contact for movement an electrical 
switch contact arm 114 having a movable contact 116 
provided thereon for alternately making and breaking a 
circuit with stationary contacts 118, 120. 
Cam follower 100 has a lug 122 extending integrally 

therefrom which contacts a movable electrical switch 
arm 124 having a movable contact 126 provided 
thereon. Lug 122 is operative upon movement of the 
follower 100 to move contact 126 alternately between 
stationary contacts 128, 130 for making and breaking 
electrical contact therebetween as desired for the appli 
ance cycle program. 
Cam follower 106 has a lug 132 extending integrally 

therefrom which upon motion of follower 106 contacts 
a movable contact arm 134 having a movable contact 
136 provided thereon for making and breaking electri 
cal contact with a stationary contact 138. 
Cam follower 110 has an integral lug 140 extending 

therefrom operative to contact a movable switch arm 
142 having a movable contact 144 provided thereon for 
making and breaking an electrical circuit with station 
ary contact 146. 
The programmer/timer of the present invention thus 

provides in the embodiment of FIGS. 1 and 4 a fast and 
slow ratchet operative to drive a main cam wheel 56 
and a secondary cam surface 70 (see FIG. 4) attached to 
the fast ratchet 72. In the embodiment of FIG. 1, cam 
follower tooth 102 on can follower 100 has sufficient 
width to ride the track of cam 70 on the fast ratchet 
wheel so as to be responsive to notches thereon for 
permitting contact of movable electrical contact 126 
with stationary contact 130 as required by the appliance 
cycle program. 

It will be understood to those skilled in the art how 
ever, that as between cam track 70 and can track 62, the 
sequence of events and positioning contact 126 by 
contact of the cam follower lug 122 with arm 124 may 
vary as desired to provide numerous combinations. For 
example, movable contact 126 may generally be posi 
tioned intermediate contacts 128 and 130 by cam track 
62 and operative thereby to intermediately make 
contact with stationary contact 130; and, responsive to 
can track 70 on the fast ratchet wheel to make contact 
with contact 128 or to periodically make a circuit with 
stationary contact 130. 

Alternatively, cam track 70 may be employed to 
make a circuit with stationary contact 130 and can 62 
may be employed only to make and break a circuit with 
contact 128. The particular choice of sequencing of 
contacts 126, 128 and 130 responsive to cam tracks 62 
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and 70 will be governed by the requirements of the 
program cycle of the particular appliance. 

Referring now to FIG. 5, an alternate embodiment, 
indicated generally at 10", of the timer of FIG. 1 is 
shown wherein the shaft 48 about which eccentric 52 
rotates, has an auxiliary cam track 148 provided thereon 
for rotation with shaft 48 about point “A”. A drive pawl 
150 has one end thereof received over eccentric 52 for 
orbital movement therewith and has a drive tooth 152 
formed integrally therewith for engaging the ratchet on 
wheel 56. Pawl 150 has formed integrally therewith a 
resilient spring member 154 which extends from the 
pivot center "A' in a direction opposite of pawl 150; 
and, finger 154 is registered against a lug 156 provided 
integrally from housing wall 18. The finger 154 is pre 
loaded by an amount to sufficient provide the necessary 
bias to maintain the drive pawl tooth 152 in engagement 
with the ratchet. 
A cam follower 158 is pivotally mounted about a post 

160 extending from the housing wall 18. Cam follower 
158 has a portion extending from post 160 in a direction 
opposite the cam track 148 which portion has a lug 162 
formed thereon for contacting the movable contact arm 
124. In operation, as drive shaft 48 rotates, cam track 
148 causes cam follower 158 to pivot which in turn 
causes lug 162 to move the contact 126 toward and 
away from stationary contact 130. The cam track 148 
thus operates as a subinterval cam for movement of the 
movable electrical contact 126 with respect to the main 
interval operation of contact 126 by cam follower lug 

"122. 
Referring now to FIG. 6, another alternate arrange 

', ment of the timer of FIG. 1 is indicated generally at 10" 
wherein a main drive pawl 164 is pivotally received 
over eccentric 52 which is driven by shaft 48 by rota 

... tion about pivot center "A" for orbital movement of the 
pawl 164. Integral drive tooth 166 on pawl 164 contacts 
the ratchet on wheel 56 for causing indexed movement 

...thereon. Shaft 48 also has auxiliary cam 148 provided 
thereon for movement of cam follower 158 for effecting 
subinterval movement of contact 126 in similar fashion 
to the embodiment of FIG. 5. 

In the embodiment of FIG. 6, the main drive pawl 
164 preferably has an integral spring finger 168 extend 
ing outwardly from the end of drive pawl 164 contain 
ing ratchet contacting tooth 166. Spring finger 168 is 
registered against a stationary lug 170 extending from 
the wall 118 of the timer housing. The spring finger 168 
is preloaded by a desired amount to provide suitable 
bias of the pawl tooth 166 into contact with the ratchet 
wheel. 

Referring again to FIG. 1, a still further alternate 
embodiment of the stepping mechanism of the present 
invention is illustrated wherein the drive pawl 74 has an 
arm portion 172 extending therefrom in a direction 
angularly spaced from arm 74 with one end of a preload 
spring 174 connected thereto. The opposite end of 
spring 174 is anchored to a stationary post 176 extend 
ing from the wall 18 of the timer housing such that 
spring 174 is tensioned to provide a preload of pawl arm 
tooth 76 against the ratchet on wheel 56. 

Referring now to FIGS. 7, 8 and 9, an optional buzzer 
is illustrated as formed integrally with the motor stator 
plates in the timer construction of the present invention. 
As illustrated in FIG. 7 the outer stator plate 26 has 

formed integrally with one edge thereof an anvil 176; 
and, as shown in FIG. 8 a striker arm 178 is formed 
integrally with one edge of the opposite stator plate 24, 
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8 
with the striker 176 extending in the free position in 
spaced parallel arrangement with striker 178. 
The striker arm 178 has a cam follower portion 180 

formed preerably integrally therewith and extending 
therefrom through an aperture 182 formed in the wall 
18 of the timer housing. The cam follower portion 180 
makes contact with one of the can tracks on main cam 
wheel 56 as for example, cam track 66. 

In operation, when the cam track 66 releases cam 
follower 180 from a position biased away from anvil 
176, the alternating current excitation of the magnetic 
field in stator plates 24, 26 causes the striker arm 178 to 
vibrate against anvil 176 thereby giving an audible 
alarm. 

Referring now to FIG. 10, an alternate embodiment 
of the timer of FIG. 1 is indicated generally at 190 as 
having a unitary housing 192 having a deep-well config 
uration with wall 194 about the periphery thereof and 
open to one side. Motor plates 24, 26 are received 
therein in spaced parallel arrangement, with the rotor 
assembly indicated generally at 36 and coil assembly 
indicated generally at 34 received therebetween with 
the stator plates received over posts shown typically at 
193 and retained thereon by clips 32. 

In the embodiment of FIG. 10, the gear train indi 
cated generally at 196 is assembled into the housing 192 
for the opened side thereof, the motor stator plates, 
rotor and coil are assembled therein and the fast ratchet 
wheel 197 and slow or ratchet and wheel 195 containing 
the four main cam tracks are then assembled into the 
housing in side-by-side arrangement with the motor 
stator plates as shown in FIG. 10. 
The escapement mechanism and contact arms are 

also assembled into the housing 192 from the open side 
thereof and a cover plate 198 is then secured thereover. 

Referring now to FIGS. 10 and 11, the main can 
wheel has a plurality of rotating wiper arms 200 secured 
thereto by suitable fasteners such as rivets 202 and the 
wiper arms contact a stationary printed circuit board 
204 secured to the inside of a cover plate 198. Thus the 
embodiment of FIG. 10 employs additional switching 
functions on the same can wheel by incorporating ro 
tating wipers for switching between contacts provided 
on a stationary printed circuit board. It will be under 
stood however that alternatively, the printed circuit 
board 204 may be secured to the rotating cam wheel 195 
and the wipers 200 may be secured in a stationary man 
ner to the inside of housing cover plate 198. 

Referring now to FIGS. 10, 12 and 13, the push-to 
start feature of the timer 190 is illustrated wherein the 
main shaft 206 for cam wheel 195 may be pushed axially 
by the appliance operator from the position shown in 
solid outline in FIGS. 10 and 13 to the position shown 
therein in dashed outline. The shaft 206 has a circular 
cam surface 208 provided thereon adjacent the end 
nearest the wall 192 of the housing and a slidable cam 
follower 210 is engaged by the cam surface 208. A 
movable contact arm 212 having a movable electrical 
contact 214 thereon registers against cam follower 210 
and has the stationary end thereof connected to an elec 
trical connecting terminal 216 which extends to the 
exterior of the housing. 
A stationary electrical contact 218 is attached to one 

end of an electrical connecting terminal 220 which also 
extends through the wall 192 of the housing for external 
attachment thereto. In operation, as the shaft 206 is 
moved axially by the operator to the position indicated 
in dashed outline, cam surface 208 moves follower 210 
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which causes arm 212 to move stationary contact 214 to 
make electrical connection with contact 218 to com 
plete the circuit to the power source for energizing 
machine operation. 
By pushing the shaft 206 the appliance operator can 

complete the line power circuit irrespective of the posi 
tion of the rotary cam wheel 195. Thus, the timer motor 
may be energized irrespective of the position of the 
electrical switching contacts associated with the cam 
wheel 195 and the cam wheel 197. 
The embodiment of FIG. 10 permits assembly of the 

motor, gear train, stepping mechanism, rotary cans and 
ratchet wheels and cam followers and contacts all from 
one side of the timer housing without reversing the 
position of the timer housing during assembly. The 
additional advantage of the embodiment of FIG. 10 is 
that the gear train 196 may be assembled in the housing 
without the power output shaft thereof extending 
through the wall of the housing. The embodiment of 
FIG. 10 also eliminates the need for journaling one end 
of the output shaft in the cover of the timing housing as 
is the case in the embodiment of FIG. 4. 

Referring now to FIG. 14, the arrangement of a typi 
cal contact arm with integral electrical connecting ter 
minals is shown, wherein a an arm portion 222 (see FIG. 
1) has a folded double thickness portion 224 provided 
thereon and extending at right angles from portion 222. 
The folded portion 224 extends through an aperture 226 
provided in the wall 18 of the housing and is adapted for 
external electrical connection thereto. The folded por 
tion 224 of the arm 222 is received in a slot formed by 
spaced guide surfaces 228, 230 formed integrally with a 
raised portion indicated generally at 232 provided in the 
timer housing. The arrangement of FIG. 14 thus pro 
vides a unitary electrical connecting terminal and 
contact arm arrangement which is retained by simple 
sliding engagement with guide surfaces formed in the 
timer housing. 

Referring now to FIG. 15, an alternate arrangement 
of the embodiment of FIG. 1 of the invention is shown 
wherein the antireverse member 222 is received on shaft 
48 for pivotal movement about the center of rotation 
“A” of shaft 48. Member 222 has a pawl finger 224 
which engages the ratchet 68 for preventing reverse 
rotation thereof by the appliance operator. Member 222 
preferably has a resilient spring finger 226 provided 
integrally therewith which spring finger is registered 
against a lug 228 extending from the wall 18 of the 
housing. The spring finger 226 is preloaded to bias the 
pawl 224 into engagement with the ratchet 68. The 
arrangement of FIG. 15 thus provides a common pivot 
reference for the main drive pawl and the antireverse 
member. 
The present invention thus provides a unique appli 

ance programmer-timer having a motor and cam driven 
electrical switching mechanism assembled in a unitary 
housing. The programmer-timer of the present inven 
tion employs a stepping mechanism for advancing the 
electrical switching cams. The stepping mechanism 
employs an eccentric-driven advancement pawl for 
indexing a ratchet wherein the advancement pawl will 
accommodate reverse rotation of the driving eccentric 
without malfunction of the advance mechanism. The 
timer of the present invention employs a unique antire 
verse ratchet pawl having an integral bias spring for 
preventing reverse rotation of the programming cam by 
the appliance operator. Optional features of the pro 
grammer-timer of the present invention include an aux 
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10 
iliary subinterval cam provided on the shaft driving the 
eccentric for the advance pawl and an optional buzzer 
having a striker and anvil formed integrally with the 
motor stator plates. The present invention employs an 
optional drive pawl having integral bias spring finger 
formed therewith. An optional rotating printed circuit 
board-wiper arrangement is provided for the cam 
wheels for additional switching functions. 
Although the invention has hereinabove been de 

scribed in the presently preferred practice, it will be 
understood by those having skill in the art, that the 
invention is capable of modifications and variations all 
of which are deemed to be encompassed by the inven 
tion as defined by the following claims. 
We claim: 
1. A device for electrical switching in timed sequence 

comprising: 
(a) a primary and secondary cam means rotatably 
mounted on a housing about respectively first and 
second spaced centers of rotation; 
(b) electrical switch means including primary cam 

follower means responsive to movement of said 
primary cam means for effecting electrical 
switching of contacts in accordance with a first 
program sequence; 

(c) secondary cam follower means responsive to 
said secondary cam means for altering said elec 
trical switching in accordance with a second 
program sequence; 

(d) ratchet and pawl means operative to cause rota 
tion of said primary cam means and including a 
ratchet wheel rotatable about said first center and a 
drive pawl orbital about said second center; and, 

(e) drive means rotatable about said second center to 
cause said pawl to index said ratchet. 

2. A device for switching in timed sequence compris 
1ng: 

(a) primary cam means including a ratchet wheel 
rotatably mounted on a housing; 

(b) primary cam follower means responsive to move 
ment of said cam means and operative for effecting 
movement of one of a first set of electrical contacts; 

(c) drive means for advancing said cam means said 
drive means including; 
(i) a drive pawl pivotally mounted on said housing 
about a point spaced from the center of rotation 
of said can means, said pawl contacting said 
ratchet wheel; 

(ii) eccentric means rotatable for driving said pawl; 
(iii) sub-interval can means mounted on said hous 

ing means for rotation about a common center 
with said eccentric means; 

(iv) motor means operative to rotate said sub-inter 
val cam means and said eccentric means for ef 
fecting movement of said pawl for advancing 
said ratchet wheel; 

(d) secondary cam follower means operative in re 
sponse to rotation of said sub-interval cam means to 
effect sub-interval movement of one of said set of 
electrical contacts. 

3. The device defined in claim 2, wherein: 
(a) said primary cam follower means is operative to 

effect movement of one of a first set of electrical 
contacts; and, 

(b) said secondary cam follower means is operative to 
effect movement of one of a second set of electrical 
COntacts. 
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vent movement of said contacts by said sub-interval 
cam follower means during a primary interval. 

ondary cam follower means is operative to effect sub- 5. The device defined in claim 1, wherein said pawl 
makes an angle less than ten (10) degrees above the 

5 tangent to the ratchet point of contact by the pawl. 
said primary cam follower means is operative to pre- sk k k k sk 

4. The device defined in claim 2, wherein, said sec 

interval opening and closing of said set of contacts and 
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